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ABSTRACT

Title:

Weak Turbulence Closures in Incompressible Magnetohydrodynamics

Author:

Augustus Antanas Azelis

Major Advisor:

Jean Carlos Perez, Ph.D.

In this work we apply the weak turbulence closure to the governing equation

of incompressible homogeneous magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). It was originally

thought that the method lacked applicability to linearly dispersive waves how-

ever MHD presents a unique exception to this notion. A perturbative scheme

is used in combination with multiple scale analysis to find a dynamic equation

for the wavenumber energy spectrum corresponding to weakly non-linear shear

Alfvénic turbulence. We begin by deriving an equation describing the time evolu-

tion of the Fourier transformed Elsässer fields associated with linear propagation

and non-linear interactions between counter-propagating Alfvén waves. A cumu-

lant hierarchy is then constructed from products of field amplitudes and the well

known problem of closure is encountered. Closure of the energy spectrum is then

sought for timescales of order ϵ−2 via a series of perturbative expansions where

ϵ is a small parameter representing the strength of nonlinear effects. Terms are

encountered corresponding to resonant interactions between Alfvén waves that are

unbounded in time and result in an expansion that is not well ordered. Multiple

scale analysis is then used to modify the slow time behavior of the cumulants to

reorder the expansion, yielding an equation for the evolution of the energy spec-

trum. The formal mathematical framework of weak turbulence is well discussed in
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the literature however the present applications to shear Alfvén waves are lacking

in rigor. This work forgoes the aforementioned brevity favored by the literature

to demonstrate with clarity the closure for MHD. Explicit detail of the formalism

results in heightened understanding of the underlying physics as well as the ability

to generalize the theory for two time closures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Plasma State

Contrary to casual quotidian observation, the vast majority of visible matter in the

universe exists in a plasma state. A plasma is a gas of which the constituents are

positively and negatively charged particles that collectively obey a set of dynam-

ical equations, and whose coupling to Maxwell’s equations results in remarkably

complex behavior. Overall plasma properties can be formulated explicitly in terms

of number density n and temperature T , yielding a set of spatial, temporal, and

density related parameters that presuppose the presence of plasma phenomena [4].

One of these quantities is a characteristic lengthscale known as the Debye length.

The Debye length λD describes the ability of a plasma to shield charges and bring

about electrical neutrality, defined as

λD =

(

ϵ0kT

ne2

)
1
2

, (1.1)
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where ϵ0 is the vacuum permitivity, k is the Boltzmann constant, and e is the

electron charge. The electric potential due to the presence of a charged particle

will in general be inhibited by the other ones around it, causing it to decay much

more rapidly than the Coulomb’s potential. The potential at a distance r from a

charge q in a plasma is known as a Debye potential ϕD and expressed as

ϕD =
q

4πϵ0r
exp

(

− r

λD

)

. (1.2)

The Debye length directly determines the distance over which a given charge will

be able to influence others in the plasma. Over lengths much larger than λD

the electrical effects of any individual charge are not felt and it is as though the

plasma is neutral. Collective shielding is one particular characteristic of a plasma

that separates it from an ionized gas. Consequentially the first requirement of a

plasma is that the scale size of the system L is much larger than the Debye length

L≫ λD. (1.3)

A plasma is only able to shield a potential when there are sufficient charges present

to do so. This is quantified by the plasma parameter Λ. Λ characterizes the number

of particles within a sphere of radius λD and as such we necessitate

Λ = nλ3D ≫ 1 (1.4)

in order for a system to exhibit plasma behavior. The final criterion is temporal

in nature. When a plasma is disturbed from a neutral state, the electrons oscillate

about an equilibrium in an attempt to restore charge neutrality. It can be shown
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that the frequency of this oscillation is given by

ωp =

(

ne2

meϵ0

)
1
2

(1.5)

and is known as the plasma frequency. The reciprocal of the plasma frequency ω−1
p

is a timescale associated with the restoration of charge neutrality. In temporal

analogy to the Debye length, a system can be considered a plasma if it is observed

on a timescale τ that is much longer than ω−1
p [4]. Therefore we obtain one more

requirement for plasma behavior

τ ≫ ω−1
p . (1.6)

1.2 The Solar Wind

Plasma is ubiquitous in our universe. We do not observe it in everyday life because

there is a lack of ionization of the gases in Earth’s lower atmosphere, however all

matter above 100 km must be analyzed using plasma physics [4]. Experiments

exist directly in laboratory facilities in which plasma can be created and stud-

ied, however these are fairly limited in capability due to technological constraints.

Fortunately, there are an abundance of naturally occurring plasmas in the solar

system susceptible to experimentation and study. Among these is a continuous

outflow of charged particles from the Sun known as the solar wind.

The existence of the solar wind (SW) was postulated by Parker [5] in 1958

despite severe skepticism by the scientific community. Its presence was confirmed

by measurements from the Soviet lunar mission Luna 1 in 1959 and the subsequent

Explorer 10 satellite in 1961 [6]. The wind manifests as a radially accelerating
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stream of solar particles originating in the solar atmosphere which pervades the

heliosphere. The Sun expels these particles into the surrounding solar system

because the pressure gradient in its atmosphere is too large to maintain a state of

hydrostatic equilibrium. The imbalance initiating the outflow occurs in a region

known as the corona.

1.3 The Solar Corona

From the Latin for “crown,” the corona appears as a dim aura of high temperature

and low density plasma around the sun, as seen in Figure 1.1. The corona is the

quintessential example of a naturally occurring plasma specimen that presents a

vast array of physical phenomena to study. Problems involving the explanation of

coronal loops, solar wind acceleration, and the structure and heating of this region

are large, open fields of plasma physics research [7]. Of particular interest to this

work, is the resolution of a quandry in solar physics known as the coronal heating

problem.

The coronal heating problem refers to the massive dissimilarity in the tem-

peratures of the 6000 K photospheric surface and over 1,000,000 K corona. The

general consensus is that the heating is associated with magnetic field based phe-

nomena: magnetic energy is either built up in the corona or transported to it from

activity on the solar surface. The two primary models currently in explanatory

contention are those of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves and magnetic recon-

nection [8]. This work is concerned with the distribution and transfer of energy

among a particular class of the former known as an Alfvén waves.
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Figure 1.1: Photo of the Sun with visible corona [1]

1.4 Alfvén Waves and Turbulence

Alfvén waves are a transverse dispersionless oscillatory mode that arises when

linearly perturbing the governing equations of MHD. They arise as perpendicular

deformations in the local magnetic field and propagate along it due to the restoring

force associated with magnetic tension at a phase speed known as the Alfvén

velocity vA [9]. Alfvén waves propagating in opposite directions along a magnetic

field will interact nonlinearly, transfer energy, and distort when they cross each

other. Interactions and subsequent distortion result in these waves decreasing

in size until they are dissipated and converted into thermal energy. This theory

coincides with the notion of a turbulence cascade and a possible deposition of

energy in the corona.

A turbulent cascade is a process of the nonlinear transfer of energy between

waves of an array of sizes in a randomly fluctuating system. The distribution of
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energy over length scales of a turbulent field is known as an energy spectrum. The

subject of this work is to revise the derivation of an equation governing the spectral

energy transfer and distribution between weakly interacting Alfvén waves with

greater physical and mathematical rigor than past efforts by Galtier et al. [10]-[11].

There is considerable interest in understanding the spectral energy distribution

due to nonlinear interactions (see, e.g., Bourouaine et al. [12], Chen et al. [13],

Bourouaine and Chandran [14], Alexandrova et al.[15], Horbury et al. [16]) because

it is a quantity that is already measured in the solar wind. Measurements of one

dimensional velocity power spectra at 1 AU suggest a scaling of k−
3
2 while the

magnetic field has a k−
5
3 scaling [17]. In addition, the majority of large scale

energy in the Solar Wind is in the form of Alfvénic fluctuations [18].

1.5 Overview and Objectives

The weak turbulence closure by which these results are obtained lacks physical

clarity and mathematical rigor in the literature, particularly with regard to MHD.

One of the goals of this work is to transparently demonstrate this procedure in

a scope containing inclusive provision of the background information requisite for

its understanding. Starting from the dynamic equations for velocity and magnetic

fields, a model governing the temporal evolution of the Elsässer fields will be de-

veloped in Chapter 2. An overview of pertinent concepts in turbulence theory is

then discussed in Chapter 3. This is followed by the introduction of Multi-Scale

Analysis (MSA) in Chapter 4 in a simpler example of a nonlinear oscillator, which

captures the essential components of the perturbative closure without the com-

plexities of nonlinear wave equations. Results from these chapters will then be
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used to perform statistical MSA of a perturbative expansion (weak turbulence) to

solve the closure problem for the wavenumber energy spectrum in MHD.

The author’s interest in weak turbulence theory stems from the future intent

of finding analytical, weak turbulence closure of two-time correlation functions in

MHD. This interest arose out of a necessity introduced by Parker Solar Probe. In

the vicinity of the spacecraft perihelion, the probe will find itself in regions where

a commonly used approximation in turbulence known as the Taylor hypothesis

(which will be discussed in Chapter 3) will lose validity. This concept is of funda-

mental importance for distinguishing between the spatial and temporal structure

of a turbulent plasma, particularly when measurements may only be taken at a

single point at any given time. As a result, weak turbulence theory is to be used

in future work in an attempt to model the statistics relating the state of a plasma

at two different moments in time.
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Chapter 2

Magnetohydrodynamics

2.1 Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) Model Equa-

tions

The governing equations of an electrically conducting incompressible fluid are

∂tB+ (v · ∇)B = (B · ∇)v+ η∇2B, (2.1)

∂tv+ (v · ∇)v = −∇P +
1

µ0ρ
(B · ∇)B+ ν∇2v, (2.2)

∇ · v = 0, (2.3)

∇ ·B = 0 (2.4)

where B is the magnetic field, v is the velocity field, η is the magnetic diffusivity,

ν is the kinematic viscosity, µ0 is the magnetic permeability, and P is the total
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pressure from thermal p and magnetic contributions

P =
1

ρ

(

p+
B2

2µ0

)

.

Equation (2.1) is referred to as either the induction equation or Faraday’s law. It

arises as a result of manipulating Maxwell’s equations and describes the temporal

evolution of the magnetic field due to convective and dissipative effects. The

induction equation also allows for the electric field to be eliminated. Equation (2.2)

describes momentum conservation and it simply states Newton’s second law for a

conducting fluid. The acceleration of the velocity field v on the left hand side (LHS)

is equal to the sum of the forces (right hand side) acting on it. Equations (2.3) and

(2.4) are the constraints that the velocity and magnetic fields be divergence-less.

The former is the incompressibility assumption made in this work while the latter is

one of the four fundamental laws of electromagnetism, the non existence of isolated

magnetic charges. This magnetic fluid model provides a reasonable description of

plasmas on scales much larger than fundamental plasma scales where the energy

of these fields is typically dissipated. It also assumes sufficiently large length scales

such that Ohm’s law reduces to

E = −v×B, (2.5)

which is reasonable in the absence of large current densities [7]. In magnetized

plasmas the magnetic field is written as the sum of a uniform field B0 in the

direction b̂ and non-uniform B1 such that B = B0+B1. In this instance a change

9



of variables originally proposed by Elsasser [19] may be employed

z± = v± B1√
µ0ρ

. (2.6)

Adding and subtracting (2.1) and (2.2) while utilizing (2.6) results in

∂tz
± ∓ (vA · ∇)z± + (z∓ · ∇)z± = −∇P + ν∇2z±, (2.7)

where vA = B0√
µ0ρ

, ∇ · z± = 0 because of incompressibility, and for simplicity,

we have taken ν = η. Equations (2.7) are known as the incompressible MHD

equations in the Elsasser form. These equations describe the evolution of Alfvén

waves with amplitude z± propagating along B0 at speed vA in opposite directions.

The role of the diffusion terms is to merely act as a sink of energy for the turbulence

cascade at very small scales where collisional dissipation takes place, resulting in

plasma heating. Because the focus of this work is on the nonlinear cascade where

dissipation is not important these terms will be ignored. In real systems such as

the solar wind, other kinetic (collisionless, non-MHD) effects take over from which

neither the cascade nor the dissipation can be described by the MHD approach.

Analysis of the governing equations is initially performed in configuration (or real)

space. As a result all quantities are defined at each point in space described by

the three dimensional position vector x ∈ R
3. Equation (2.7) can be recast as

(∂t − svA∂∥)z
s(x, t) = −(z−s · ∇)zs −∇P (2.8)

where ∂∥ = b̂ · ∇ and s = + or − is a compact notation for the Elsasser fields.

Similar to incompressible fluid dynamics, the role of the pressure gradient is to
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enforce incompressibility. If the divergence operator is applied to equation (2.8),

one obtains in dyadic notation

∇2P = −∇ ·
[

(z−s · ∇)zs
]

→ ∇2P = −∂i∂j(z−s
j zsi ), (2.9)

whereupon inversion of the Laplacian provides an explicit formulation for P

P = −∇−2∂i∂j(z
s
i z

−s
j ). (2.10)

Substitution of equation (2.10) into (2.8) results in

(∂t−svA∂∥)zsi (x, t) = −∂l(zsi z−s
l )+∂i∇−2∂j∂l(z

s
jz

−s
l ) = −∂l

[

δij −∇−2∂i∂j
]

(zsjz
−s
l ).

(2.11)

The term in square brackets [δij −∇−2∂i∂j] = Pij(∇) is a projection operator

which extracts the divergence-less or solenoidal part of a vector field

Pij(∇)uj =
[

δij −∇−2∂i∂j
]

uj = u−∇∇−2(∇ · u).

For instance it is easily shown that ∂i(Pij(∇)uj) = 0

∇ · (u−∇∇−2(∇ · u)) = ∇ · u−∇ · ∇∇−2(∇ · u)) = ∇ · u−∇2∇−2(∇ · u)) = 0.

In real or configuration space, the ideal incompressible MHD equation is

(∂t − svA∂∥)z
s
i (x, t) = −∂lPij(∇)(zsjz

−s
l ). (2.12)
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2.2 Fourier Analysis of Shear Alfvénic Turbu-

lence

Solution of equation (2.12) is facilitated by use of the Fourier transform

zsi (x, t) =

∫

d3kzi(k, t)e
ik·x. (2.13)

Noting that differentiation is equivalent to multiplying by k and that the RHS

product is a convolution, the Fourier transform of equation (2.12) is

(∂t − isk∥vA)z
s
i (k, t) = −iklPij(k)

∫

d3k1d
3k2z

s
j (k1, t)z

−s
l (k2, t)δ

(3)(k1 + k2 − k).

(2.14)

Equation (2.14) can be recast in vector form as

(∂t− isω)zs(k, t) = −i

∫

d3k1d
3k2 [P(k) · zs(k1, t)]

[

k · z−s(k2, t)
]

δ(3)(k1+k2−k).

(2.15)

In this analysis, we are solely interested in the contribution to turbulence dynamics

due to interactions between shear Alfvén waves. In incompressible MHD, the only

modes present are the shear and pseudo Alfvénic. The latter is a remnant of the

slow magnetosonic wave which otherwise disapears in the incompressible limit. It

was shown by Galtier and Chandran [10] that the pseudo mode can be discarded

at no penalty to the description of the dynamics. Both the wave and polarization

vectors corresponding to the shear Alfvén mode are perpendicular to the direction

of the background magnetic field b̂. We can then create a coordinate system in-

volving b̂, the perpendicular wave vector direction k̂⊥, and the polarization vector

12



êk of the shear mode such that

êk =
k⊥ × b̂

k⊥
.

The zs(k, t) fields only have components along the êk direction, therefore

zs(k, t) = iϕs(k, t)êk, (2.16)

where ϕs(k, t) is the scalar amplitude of the Elsasser field and the coefficient i

is introduced to simplify subsequent calculations. The simplification provided by

equation (2.16) allows for the vector equation (2.15) to be projected along the −iêk

direction and converted into a single scalar equation. Projecting each side of (2.15)

(∂t − isω)zs(k, t) · (−iêk) = (∂t − isω)iϕs(k, t)êk · (−iêk) = (∂t − isω)ϕs(k, t)

[P(k) · zs(k1, t)] · (−iêk) = [−iêk ·P(k) · iϕs(k1, t)êk1 ] = ϕs(k1, t)(êk · êk1)

[

k · z−s(k2, t)
]

=
[

k · iϕ−s(k2, t)êk2
]

= iϕ−s(k2, t)(k · êk2)

The time evolution of the amplitude ϕs(k, t) of a shear Alfvén wave of wave vector

k is then given by

(∂t − isω)ϕs(k, t) =

∫

d3k1d
3k2ϕ

s(k1, t)ϕ
−s(k2, t)(êk · êk1)(k · êk2)δ(3)(k1 +k2 −k).

(2.17)

We now seek to perform statistical analysis considering ϕs(k, t) as a stochastic

field to better understand the nature of weak turbulence in MHD. In anticipation

of subsequent calculations, a new notation will be introduced which will make

13



equation (2.17) (and all quantities derived from it) more compact:

k1 = p k2 = q

δk,pq = δ(3)(k− p− q)

Mk,pq = (êk · êp)(k · êq)

ϕs
k = ϕs(k, t)

In this notation, equation (2.17) becomes

(∂t − isω)ϕs
k =

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqϕ
s
pϕ

−s
q δk,pq. (2.18)

The interaction representation is introduced in order to separate the effects of

linear and non-linear dynamics on the amplitude evolution.

ϕs
k(t) = ϵψs

k(t)e
isk∥vAt (2.19)

ϵ is an ordering parameter indicative of the strength of nonlinear interactions. It

is loosely connected to the timescales for linear and nonlinear processes as ϵ ∼

τlinear/τnonlinear. Its complete role will be made clear later in Chapters 4 and 5.

Substitution of equation (2.19) into (2.18) results in

∂tψ
s
k = ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqψ
s
pψ

−s
q eisvA(p∥−q∥−k∥)tδk,pq. (2.20)
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Because the delta function imposes k = p+ q, equation (2.20) becomes

∂tψ
s
k = ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqψ
s
pψ

−s
q e−2isvAq∥tδk,pq. (2.21)

When ϵ≪ 1, equation (2.21) describes weakly non-linear interacting shear Alfvén

waves. It broadly states that the amplitude of wave with wavenumber k will evolve

in time according to all possible (consistent with the delta function constraint)

sets of counter-propagating waves p and q with wavenumbers whose sum is k.

Equation (2.21) will be the starting point in Chapter 5 for a two point closure

based analysis of MHD turbulence. The moment hierarchy will be constructed

in terms of products of ψs
k, asymptotically expanded, and naturally closed due to

long time behavior of integrals involving temporally oscillating functions.
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Chapter 3

Turbulence Kinematics and

Dynamics

3.1 Introduction and Overview

Consider an infinite uniform body of fluid characterized by mass density ρ and

dynamic viscosity µ which can be set into motion according to the laws of hydro-

dynamics. Under suitable conditions, it can be found that the velocity at a given

position and time is not necessarily the same when repeatedly measured under

what may appear to be identical conditions. These motions of the flow enable

the velocity field to occupy random values that are not controllable or able to be

inferred from macroscopic properties. Despite behaving in some reasonably sta-

tistical manner, the random departures from macroscopically determined averages

are referred to as turbulence. In this work we consider strictly homogeneous turbu-

lence, i.e. random fluctuations are not dependant on where we choose to measure

and analyze a flow [20].
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In this chapter, we will discuss various aspects of homogeneous Magnetohydrody-

namic (MHD) turbulence that will be needed in the following chapters. We begin

with a qualitative description of the creation of turbulence and attempt to explain

how random motions can arise from initially uniform states. A basic statistical

approach, known as the one-point description, will then be introduced where fields

are separated into mean and fluctuating portions and dynamical equations for

them are obtained from the governing MHD equations. This will be followed by

a discussion of turbulence spectral properties and phenomenology. Turbulence is

a nonlinear phenomenon and only reluctantly admits rigorous analytic solutions.

Phenomenological arguments play a significant role in explaining turbulence prop-

erties such as turbulent cascades. The chapter will conclude with two-point as

well as two-time descriptions and the ability of the Taylor Hypothesis to connect

the former with the latter. It should be stressed that these results are largely

generalizations of hydrodynamic turbulence and are near equally applicable to

non-conducting fluids.

3.2 Physical Origins of Turbulence

The primary process associated with the production of turbulence is the gener-

ation of instabilities that result in the departure of a system from a stationary,

(time independent) and uniform state. When a small disturbance is applied to

a steady state flow under proper conditions, the non-uniformity can grow expo-

nentially and produce turbulent fluctuations via nonlinear interactions amongst

a large number of wave modes or eddies. A plasma may become unstable when

the gradient of velocity, magnetic field, or pressure exceeds some prescribed crite-
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rion. These gradients are associated with the efficiency of convective transport of

momentum, magnetic flux, or heat vastly outweighing that of the the associated

diffusive processes involving viscosity, resistivity, or thermal conduction. There are

also features of plasmas such as rotation, stable stratification, and magnetic fields

which yield stabilizing effects on systems. It should be noted that instabilities are

largely a conceptual pleasantry and idealization. Flows in general do not begin

in uniform and stationary states only to be perturbed into random chaos. These

idealizations predominantly serve as a notion with which sudden evolution in a

given flow regime can be described [21]. While the theory of instabilities provides

a clear illustration of turbulent phenomena, it is lacking in the robustness required

for rigorous quantitative analysis of a flow.

3.3 One-Point formulation

Due to the random behavior of turbulent flows, there is a natural accessibility to

the physics via approaches employing statistical methods. Despite the actual fields

featuring complicated structures and trajectories, often times the mean properties

obey manageable equations. One of the simplest statistical techniques is the one-

point formulation in which the velocity and magnetic fields are separated into mean

and fluctuating parts

v(x, t) = ⟨v(x, t)⟩+ ṽ(x, t) B(x, t) = ⟨B(x, t)⟩+ b̃(x, t) (3.1)

where ṽ(x, t) and b̃(x, t) are zero-average random variables describing the fluctu-

ating part of the velocity and magnetic fields. The angle brackets ⟨· · · ⟩ denote

average over an ensemble consisting of a large number of identical turbulent sys-
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tems, each of which represents a possible state of the system or realization. Using

these forms for the fields, the evolution of each of the averages is

∂t ⟨v⟩+ ⟨v⟩ · ∇ ⟨v⟩ = −∇⟨P ⟩+ ⟨B⟩ · ∇ ⟨B⟩ ,

−∇ ·
⟨

ṽṽ− b̃b̃
⟩

+ ν∇2 ⟨v⟩ , (3.2)

∂t ⟨B⟩ = ∇× (⟨v⟩ × ⟨B⟩) +∇×
⟨

ṽ× b̃
⟩

+ η∇2 ⟨B⟩ . (3.3)

The presence of turbulence in the flow is contained within the turbulent stress

tensor

Rij = −
⟨

ṽiṽj − b̃ib̃j

⟩

. (3.4)

where ⟨ṽiṽj⟩ is known as the Reynolds stress and
⟨

b̃ib̃j

⟩

is its magnetic counter-

part. These equations while not explicitly used in the later analysis are useful for

introducing the moment hierarchy, which also occurs in the two point approach in

almost the same fashion.

3.4 Moment Hierarchy and Problem of Closure

Inspection of equations (3.2) and (3.3) shows that the evolution of first order sta-

tistical properties depend on those of second order. Further manipulation demon-

strates that second order moments depend on the third and so on. The manner

in which one prevents this from occurring ad infinitum is a fundamental question

in turbulence known as the closure problem. In general, a solution to the closure

problem amounts to suggesting some sort of ansatz for the behavior of a given mo-

ment which is deduced from or assumed for the flow. The lower order statistical

functions are intimately connected with the physics of the turbulence. Of prime
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interest is the two point correlation function defined by

Cij(r, t) = ⟨vi(x, t)vj(x+ r, t)⟩ . (3.5)

Cij(r, t) is a measure of the similarity between velocity components separated by

distance r at some instance in time t. In homogeneous turbulence, this function

is independent of the “base point” x and can therefore be used to sample the

characteristic sizes and orientations of spatial structures present in a flow. The

Fourier transform of this function

Cij(k, t) =
1

(2π)3/2

∫

d3rCij(r, t)e
−i(k·r) (3.6)

is connected to the “amount of energy” associated with the turbulent fluctuation

of wave vector k.

3.5 Elementary Turbulence Phenomenology

In a more explicit sense, the total energy in a turbulent plasma can be expressed

as

E =
1

2

∫

d3k (vk · v−k + bk · b−k) =

∫

d3kE(k), (3.7)

where E(k) represents the spectral energy density, or the amount of energy in an

infinitesimal volume d3k around the wave-vector k. In the absence of viscous dissi-

pation, the energy E is a conserved quantity and therefore can only be transferred

across the Fourier domain through different scales. In the case of local interactions

(between wavenumbers of similar magnitude), energy in general will gradually mi-

grate to either larger or smaller values of k in an incremental manner depending on
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the dynamics. In hydrodynamics, often times a flow is driven at some narrow range

of small kin (large scale) values and in turn the energy transfers to increasingly large

wavenumbers where viscous dissipation can occur. This is known as a forward or

direct cascade. These notions of energy injection, transfer, and dissipation as well

as their connection to wavenumbers necessitate quantitative formalities. In MHD

turbulence, the strength of dissipation over a scale length L for some flow traveling

at velocity v with kinematic viscosity ν and magnetic diffusivity η are defined by

the dimensionless Reynolds and magnetic Reynolds numbers

Re =
vL

ν
Rm =

vL

η
. (3.8)

These quantities can be also be defined in terms of the energy E and energy

injection rate ϵ as

Re =
E2

ϵν
Rm =

E2

ϵη
. (3.9)

Both Reynolds numbers are measures of the ratio of inertial to dissipative ef-

fects present in a plasma. If energy is only being injected at some band of small

wavenumbers, then there exists a region in k space between injection kin and dissi-

pation kd where the turbulence of the plasma is solely governed by its own internal

nonlinear behavior. This intermediate component of the Fourier domain is as-

sumed independent of injection and dissipation effects and is referred to as the

inertial range

kin ≪ k ≪ kd. (3.10)

The inertial range is significant in the analysis of turbulent flows because it makes

explicit allusion to the distribution and transfer of energy in the absence of sources
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3.6 Two-Point Closure Theory

Two-point theory refers to the processes in which a system’s dynamical equation is

used to construct and close the moment hierarchy resulting from statistical entities

resembling equation (3.5). In the Fourier domain a generic system with quadratic

non-linearity can be expressed as

∂tui + νiui =
∑

jk

Mijkujuk (3.11)

where νiui corresponds to an arbitrary linear diffusion term and
∑

jkMijkujuk

describes the sum of all nonlinear interactions between uj and uk to evolve ui. If

equation (3.11) is multiplied by uj, added to a version of equation (3.11) for uj

multiplied by ui, and an average is taken, the result is

∂t ⟨uiuj⟩+ (νi + νj) ⟨uiuj⟩ =
∑

mn

(Mimn ⟨ujumun⟩+Mjmn ⟨uiumun⟩) . (3.12)

Equation (3.12) describes the evolution of a two-point correlation function remi-

niscent of equation (3.5) but unfortunately in the process of doing so introduces

another unknown: the third order moment. Performing the identical process which

was used to obtain equation (3.12), an equation for the third order moment can

be found

∂t ⟨uiujuk⟩+ (νi + νj + νk) ⟨uiujuk⟩ =
∑

mn

(Mimn ⟨ujukumun⟩

+Mjmn ⟨uiukumun⟩+Mkmn ⟨uiujumun⟩). (3.13)
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The recursive result of obtaining another equation and unknown further illustrates

the moment hierarchy and closure problem. At some point, one must make an

assumption about the form of a given moment in order to achieve solvability of

the system. This will be discussed and exemplified in greater detail in chapter

5. Another type of correlation function attempts to understand both spatial and

temporal variation, as well as the connection between the two.

3.7 Two-Time Correlations & the Taylor Hypoth-

esis

Consider a uniform velocity field v(x, t) = U î where U is some constant. Suppose

we superimpose small, random turbulent fluctuations in the form u(x, t) such that

urms ≪ U and the resultant field is v(x, t) = U î+ u(x, t). A relevant question for

this scenario is to understand how the turbulent field will evolve in the presence of

the uniform background by which it is being advected. We can attempt to explain

this via statistical means through the space-time correlation function

R(r, τ) = ⟨u(x, t)u(x+ r, t+ τ)⟩ . (3.14)

Equation (3.14) is a statistical property assessing the similarity of the flow at two

different points and times. In its present state, equation (3.14) appears to merely

be introducing an additional degree of complexity to the two point closure problem.

In 1938, Taylor [23] hypothesized that the turbulent fluctuations u(x,t) are purely

advected by the uniform flow U without changing shape: the random structures

are preserved during their motion across space. This allows for the turbulent field
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at a different point and later time to be expressed in the form

u(x+ r, t+ τ) = u(x+ r− Uτ î, t). (3.15)

It becomes clear that if the turbulence does not change during advection, then the

flow at two different points and instances in time are simply related by a spatial

translation and the space-time correlation function becomes

R(r, τ) =
⟨

u(x, t)u(x+ r− Uτ î, t)
⟩

= R(r− Uτ î, 0). (3.16)

These simplifying results arise due to Taylor’s Frozen Flow Hypothesis [3]. The

fundamental assumption yielding validity is that the intensity of the turbulence

(associated with the rms of the fluctuations) is very weak. Consequentially, nonlin-

ear interactions do not have sufficient time to significantly evolve the system and

the spatiotemporal structure of the turbulence is essentially defined by a Galilean

transformation. The argument r − Uτ î in the RHS of equation (3.16) is a simple

linear equation and as such, contours of constant correlation for the Frozen Flow

Hypothesis (see Figure 3.2) are straight lines.

Linearity of the contours is reminiscent of the absence of nonlinear interactions:

If the turbulent fields do not distort but only shift then the manner in which states

temporally decorrelate is solely a function of how they are translated apart.

The conditions under which the Taylor Hypothesis holds validity is currently

an open and important question in turbulence [24]-[25]. For a flow in which the

time scale corresponding to linear advection is comparable to or longer than that

of non-linear interaction, the turbulence is no longer ”frozen”; Fluctuations have

adequate time to evolve and the simplification (3.15) can no longer be made. As
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and we will always be working with comparing realizations of states from the same

instant in time.
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Chapter 4

A Weakly Nonlinear Oscillator

Problem

4.1 Introduction and Overview

Closure of the moment hierarchy is to be sought using perturbation theory. Fea-

tures associated with resonance will manifest when considering the interactions

between solutions of different orders in the expansion. Such behavior will produce

terms that are unbounded (hereafter referred to as “secular”) and an expansion

that is not well ordered in the long time limit. Generally speaking, secularities

result in higher order terms becoming larger than lower order ones, an obvious

contradiction to the notion of a perturbative solution.

A method employing Multiple-Scale Analysis (MSA) can be used to remove sec-

ularities and reorder the expansion, resulting in a physically realizable solution. In

this section, these techniques will be demonstrated via application to an elemen-

tary ordinary differential equation. Consideration of this comparatively simpler
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scenario in contrast to the closure problem allows for much of the mathematical

complication to be brushed aside in favor of transparently conveying the details of

MSA.

4.2 Naive Solution of the Model Equation

The amplitude of an oscillator x(t) with hard spring correction is governed by the

Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)

d2x

dt2
+ x = −ϵx3, (4.1)

where 0 < ϵ≪ 1. This ODE is meant to describe the behavior of a simple harmonic

oscillator with a slight deviation from purely free oscillation. Clearly, in the limit

ϵ → 0 we recover the equation of motion for a simple harmonic oscillator with

natural frequency of unity. An attempt is made to solve equation (4.1) via a naive

peturbative expansion of the form

x = x0 + ϵx1,

where x0 satisfies the homogeneous version of equation (4.1) and describes simple

harmonic motion while ϵx1 attempts to account for the O(ϵ) departure from said

behavior in the governing equation. Substitution of the perturbative expansion

into equation (4.1) and separating terms by order in ϵ results in

d2x0
dt2

+ x0 = 0, (4.2)
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d2x1
dt2

+ x1 = −x30. (4.3)

The solution of the expansion at order ϵ0 is

x0(t) = a0e
it + a∗0e

−it, (4.4)

substitution of this solution into equation (4.3) results in

d2x1
dt2

+ x1 = −(a0e
it + a∗0e

−it)3. (4.5)

This results in an x1(t) of the form

The perturbative solution to the ODE is then

x(t) = x0(t)+ϵx1(t) = a0e
it+a∗0e

−it+ϵ

[

3i

2
a20a

∗
0te

it − 3i

2
a∗20 a0te

−it +
a30
8
e3it +

a∗30
8
e−3it

]

.

(4.6)

Inspection of equation (4.6) results in the observation that the solution is phys-

ically unrealizable: The linear dependence in time results in a solution that is

unbounded in the limit t→ ∞. Consequentially, this also destroys the ordering of

the expansion for x(t) because ϵx1(t) is not bounded by x0(t) for large values of t:

It is nonsensical in the context of a perturbative expansion for terms of O(ϵn+1) to

be larger than those of O(ϵn).

The existence of this secular behavior can be explained through phenomeno-

logical analysis of equation (4.5). The governing equation for x1(t) describes a

harmonic oscillator subject to a sinusoidal driving force at its own natural fre-

quency. In the absence of damping, this type of forcing will cause the amplitude of
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oscillation to grow without restriction. In general, secularities arise when the inho-

mogeneous term in an ODE is a solution of the homogeneous constant-coefficient

differential equation. [26]

4.3 Development of Multi-Scale Analysis

From both a mathematical and mechanical standpoint, the solution (4.6) is clearly

unsatisfactory. Further analysis is required in order to produce a well ordered

expansion describing a physically realizable situation. One may begin with noting

that the presence of secularities prevents equation (4.6) from being well ordered at

approximately t ≲ ϵ−1. In the temporal vicinity of this instant, portions of x1(t)

become of comparable order to x0(t) in magnitude. As a response, we introduce

the long timescale τ = ϵt. τ is referred to as a “long” timescale because it changes

order in ϵ after time ϵ−1. τ is merely introduced as an independent variable from

t in order to remove secularities. By definition it is not actually independent of

t however treating it as such permits reordering of the perturbative expansion.

Another attempt will be made to perturbatively solve equation (4.1), this time

using the expansion

x(t) = X0(t, τ) + ϵX1(t, τ) + ... (4.7)

Via chain rule, the derivatives of x(t) are found to be

dx

dt
=

(

∂X0

∂t
+
∂X0

∂τ

∂τ

∂t

)

+ϵ

(

∂X1

∂t
+
∂X1

∂τ

∂τ

∂t

)

+... =
∂X0

∂t
+ϵ

(

∂X0

∂τ
+
∂X1

∂t

)

+O(ϵ2).

Similarly

d2x

dt2
=
∂2X0

∂t2
+ ϵ

(

2
∂2X0

∂τ∂t
+
∂2X1

∂t2

)

+O(ϵ2).
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Utilizing the expansion (4.7) for x(t) and collecting terms by order of ϵ, equation

(4.1) becomes

∂2X0

∂t2
+X0 = 0, (4.8)

∂2X1

∂t2
+X1 = −X3

0 − 2
∂2X0

∂τ∂t
. (4.9)

The differential equation (4.8) has the general solution

X0(t, τ) = A(τ)eit + A∗(τ)e−it (4.10)

where A(τ) is some complex function of τ . Substitution of equation (4.10) into

(4.9) results in

∂2X1

∂t2
+X1 = eit

[

−3A2A∗ − 2i
dA

dτ

]

+e−it

[

−3A(A∗)2 + 2i
dA∗
dτ

]

−A3e3it−(A∗)3e−3it.

(4.11)

The functions eit and e−it which appear on the RHS of equation (4.11) are the

solutions of the homogeneous differential equation

∂2X1

∂t2
+X1 = 0.

As previously stated, the homogeneous solution of an equation appearing as a

non-homogeneity will result in the presence of secular terms in the solution to the

ODE. Therefore, it is desired that the coefficients of eit and e−it in equation (4.10)

be zero, which can be accomplished imposing the constraint

−3A2A∗ − 2i
dA

dτ
= 0 → dA

dτ
= −3A2A∗

2i
. (4.12)
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It should be noted that the coefficients of eit and e−it are a complex conjugate pair,

implying equation (4.12) specifies the values of both coefficients needed to remove

secular behavior. A(τ) can be found explicitly given some set of initial conditions

imposed on equation (4.1) and using the general solution in polar coordinates for

equation (4.12)

A(τ) = R(τ)eiθ(τ). (4.13)

Nonetheless, the appropriate choice of dA
dτ

in equation (4.11) will remove the secu-

larities from perturbative expansion and provide the well ordered solution

x(t) = A(τ)eit + A(τ)∗e−it + ϵ

[

A(τ)3

8
e3it +

(A(τ)∗)3

8
e−3it

]

. (4.14)

This particular MSA technique assumed each term in the perturbative expansion

varied over the two timescales t and τ = ϵt. Ultimately, it was shown that the

amplitude of the zero order solution must vary over the slow timescale in a partic-

ular manner to keep the expansion well ordered in time. It was shown by Benney

[27], that expanding the zero order amplitude to vary over the long time scale is

equivalent to assuming variation of the entire solution.

4.4 An Alternative Formulation of MSA

Suppose a0, the amplitude of free oscillation in equation (4.4) is chosen to vary on

a long time scale (but remain constant on timescale t) according to

a0(τ) = a− τ
∂a

∂τ
. (4.15)
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Application of this expansion to equation (4.6) yields to O(ϵ)

x(t) = aeit + a∗e−it + ϵ

[

−t∂a
∂τ

]

eit + ϵ

[

−t∂a
∗

∂τ

]

e−it

+ ϵ

[

3i

2
a2a∗teit − 3i

2
aa∗2te−it +

a3

8
e3it +

a∗3

8
e−3it

]

. (4.16)

The choice of ∂a
∂τ

= 3i
2
a2a∗ in equation (4.16) removes the secularities resulting in

the well ordered expansion

x(t) = aeit + a∗e−it + ϵ

[

a3

8
e3it +

a∗3

8
e−3it

]

. (4.17)

This technique provides a similar solution but with an increased level of conve-

nience as a result of granting the ability to reorder the naive expansion a posteriori.

Regardless of what object is chosen to be expanded, it is evident that the

solution of the homogeneous zero-order equation enters as a non-homogeneous

term at higher orders. This presence results in a resonance phenomenon, the

introduction of secularities to the overall expansion, and a necessity to modify the

order ϵ0 solution to preserve order. Analogous techniques will later be used to close

the moment hierarchy for weakly nonlinear interacting waves. It will be observed

that certain terms in a series of perturbative expansions correspond to resonant

interactions between waves. Said interactions will produce secularities and it will

become necessary to allow the zero order cumulants to vary in time to remove

them.
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Chapter 5

Weak Turbulence Closure for

Incompressible

Magnetohydrodynamics

5.1 Introduction and Overview

In this chapter, the closure problem for Incompressible Magnetohydrodynamics

is solved using weak turbulence to find the time dependent wavenumber energy

spectrum. We briefly discuss the closure problem for systems of interacting waves,

various solution techniques, and their shortcomings. The failure of these methods

to achieve closure then provides motivation for the necessity and utilization of

weak turbulence. The fundamentals of this theory are presented conceptually with

particular emphasis on the applicability to MHD. The remainder of the chapter

rigorously demonstrates the solution of the closure problem for a system of weakly
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interacting shear Alfvén waves.

5.2 The Closure Problem for Systems of Waves

In the study of turbulence, a prime topic of interest is the initial value problem for

the statistics of systems of interacting waves. This essentially amounts to finding a

system of equations governing the dynamic evolution of a set of statistical objects

such as moments or cumulants. Cumulants are statistical functions describing a

system’s departure from a state of Gaussianity and will be formally defined later

in the chapter. (For now it is sufficient to view them in a manner analogous

to moments.) Upon deriving the equation for the time evolution of the moment

(cumulant) of a given order, it is immediately found that said evolution depends

on the moments of higher orders. In searching for equations governing higher order

statistical objects, one discovers the infinite hierarchy of moment equations and

associated closure problem. Some sort of assumption must be made regarding the

nature of the statistics in order to truncate the infinite system and obtain a closed

set of equations.

Some of the most elementary closure techniques for this problem consist of

cumulant discard methods. The simplest of the discard methods is to assume a

Gaussian distribution for which all cumulants higher than the second order are

identically zero for all time. This assumption produces a trivial result as the en-

ergy transfer between waves is entirely dependant on third order correlations. In

order of increasing complexity, the next closure is to assume a quasi-normal dis-

tribution for which all cumulants higher than the third order are zero for all time.

The primary shortcoming of this assumption is that the resulting energy spectrum
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admits negative values despite being a positive-definite quantity [28]. The rea-

soning for this phenomenon is the discard of the fourth order cumulant results in

an overestimation of the growth of the third order moment [29]. The failure of

these simple discard methods to close the moment hierarchy clearly necessitates

more sophisticated mathematical machinery which will permit adequate analysis.

When the turbulent system supports waves, weak turbulence arises if the nonlinear

interactions occur over timescales that are much longer than the wave periods. In

such scenarios, a perturbative closure can be achieved, i.e., one in which higher

order moments can be discarded based on their order in the expansion of a small

parameter.

5.3 Weak Turbulence Discussion

Introduced by Benney [30] in 1966, weak turbulence achieves a natural asymptotic

closure by separating cumulant evolution into two different processes. One of these

processes manifests over timescales associated with linear propagation. It results

in a decay of the initial third and higher order correlations, bringing the system

towards a Gaussian state in confluence with the Central Limit Theorem. The

other process occurs over timescales longer than the temporal wave period and

corresponds to non-linear interactions which rebuild the higher order correlations

via energy transfer [31].

The weak turbulence procedure begins with a perturbative expansion of the

amplitudes in terms of the ordering parameter ϵ representing the strength of the

nonlinear interactions. The expansion is then introduced in the corresponding

governing equation and solved to the desired order. These solutions are then
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used to create a perturbative two-point closure scheme in order to construct a

cumulant hierarchy. We seek the behavior of the cumulants on time scales much

longer than the temporal period but shorter than those corresponding to non-linear

interactions. Evaluating the behavior of the terms in the cumulant expansion

causes them to fall into two separate categories. Terms will arise with explicit

time dependence that cause the perturbative expansions to fail to be well ordered.

These are known as “secular” terms and appear as a result of resonant interactions

between waves in a manner comparable to the driven oscillator scenario of Chapter

4. Terms which do not exhibit this behavior are comparatively benign and “non-

secular”. The presence of the secularities requires a reordering of the perturbative

expansion which allows for a natural closure of the cumulant hierarchy.

In its original development, it was thought that weak turbulence was only ap-

plicable to dispersive systems. Phenomenologically, dispersive waves traveling at

an array of speeds have finite interaction times. Finite interaction times permit the

use of perturbative expansions because the non-linear interaction strength can be

treated as a small parameter in contrast to linear propagation. In stark contrast,

this does not intuitively appear to occur in dispersion-less systems. Because all

waves propagate at a single phase speed independent of wavenumber, the inter-

action time between co-propagating waves is not necessarily small and the energy

exchange may not be bounded. In the context of Alfvén waves, this notion was

challenged by Galtier et. al. 2000 [32].

Galtier developed a wave turbulence theory for MHD on the premise that

the non-linear interaction coefficient for co-propagating waves is identically zero.

Counter-propagating waves in turn will only interact for a finite amount of time

and once again permit perturbative expansion. In this chapter, the wave turbu-
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lence formalism will be applied to equation (2.21) and in the ensuing analysis, we

find a result similar to Galtier [10].

Various issues were encountered while replicating Galtier’s results that arose

due to a lack of rigor and clarity in their original presentation. The absence of

detailed explanations for several features of the closure made the theory quite

inaccessible for anyone unfamiliar with weak turbulence. The following section

is written with the intent of providing a comparably transparent description of

the calculations, accounting for many of the significant details that are otherwise

glossed over in the literature. The author is currently applying these techniques to

derive a theory for two time correlations and considers a complete understanding

of the underlying machinery absolutely requisite for accomplishing the aforemen-

tioned task. Demonstration of this closure in full detail is therefore invaluable to

this end.

5.4 Weak Turbulence Closure for Incompressible

MHD

5.4.1 Cumulants

The ensuing analysis will be performed using the statistical quantities known as

cumulants. Cumulants possess the property of vanishing as the separation between

two points (as was previously seen in equation (3.5)) r → ∞, implying that they are

L1 functions. This is of fundamental importance in the ensuing analysis because

it implies the existence of the cumulants’ Fourier transforms, which in general

is not guaranteed for moments [20]. Physically, this is interpreted as extremely
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distant points in a system not being statistically related in any manner [33]. In

physical space, the second through fourth order cumulants (denoted by R(n) for

the nth order) are related to their moment counterparts for an arbitrary zero-mean

random variable u(x, t)

R(2)(r, t) = ⟨u(x, t)u(x+ r, t)⟩ , (5.1)

R(3)(r, r′, t) = ⟨u(x, t)u(x+ r, t)u(x+ r′, t)⟩ , (5.2)

R(4)(r, r′, r′′, t) = ⟨u(x, t)u(x+ r, t)u(x+ r′, t)u(x+ r′′, t)⟩ (5.3)

− ⟨u(x, t)u(x+ r, t)⟩ ⟨u(x+ r′, t)u(x+ r′′, t)⟩

− ⟨u(x, t)u(x+ r′, t)⟩ ⟨u(x+ r, t)u(x+ r′′, t)⟩

− ⟨u(x, t)u(x+ r′′, t)⟩ ⟨u(x+ r, t)u(x+ r′, t)⟩ .

The Fourier transform of u(x, t) is defined as

u(x, t) =

∫

A(k, t)eik·xdk. (5.4)

In the interaction representation A(k, t) is

A(k, t) = a(k, t)e−iωkt. (5.5)
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The nth order Fourier space cumulant Q(n) can then be written as

R(n)(r, r′, ..., rn−2, t) =

∫

Q(n)(k,k′,kn−2, t)eik·r+ik′·r′+...+ik(n−2)·r(n−2)

×dkdk′...dk(n−2) (5.6)

=

∫

q
(n)

k,k′,kn−2(t)e
−iω

kk′...kn−1eik·r+ik′·r′+...+ik(n−2)·r(n−2)

×dkdk′...dk(n−2), (5.7)

where

q
(2)
k (t)δkk′ = ⟨a(k, t)a(k′, t)⟩ , (5.8)

q
(3)
kk′(t)δkk′k′′ = ⟨a(k, t)a(k′, t)a(k′′, t)⟩ , (5.9)

q
(4)
kk′k′′(t)δkk′k′′k′′′ = ⟨a(k, t)a(k′, t)a(k′′, t)a(k′′′, t)⟩ − ⟨a(k, t)a(k′, t)⟩ ⟨a(k′′, t)a(k′′′, t)⟩

− ⟨a(k, t)a(k′′, t)⟩ ⟨a(k′, t)a(k′′′, t)⟩

− ⟨a(k, t)a(k′′′, t)⟩ ⟨a(k′, t)a(k′′, t)⟩ , (5.10)

ωkk′...kn =
n

∑

m=0

ωkm = ωk + ωk′ + ...+ ωkn . (5.11)

5.4.2 Construction of the Cumulant Hierarchy

Using equation (2.21), a weak turbulence closure for the governing equation of the

time dependent power spectrum Es
k(t) = 1

2
⟨ϕs

k(t)ϕ
s
k′(t)⟩ = 1

2
⟨ψs

k(t)ψ
s
k′(t)⟩ can be

found if the assumption ϵ≪ 1 is made. Additionally, we will assume for simplicity

that the mean value ⟨ϕs
k(t)⟩ = ⟨ψs

k(t)⟩ = 0 for all time. Differentiation of the power
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spectrum with respect to time results in

∂t ⟨ψs
k(t)ψ

s
k′(t)⟩ = ⟨(∂tψs

k(t))ψ
s
k′(t)⟩+ ⟨ψs

k(t)(∂tψ
s
k′(t))⟩

= ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pq

⟨

ψs
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)ψs

k′(t)
⟩

e−2isvAq∥tδk,pq

+ ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk′,pq

⟨

ψs
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)ψs

k(t)
⟩

e−2isvAq∥tδk′,pq

= ϵPsk,sk′

∫

d3pd3qMk,pq

⟨

ψs
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)ψs

k′(t)
⟩

e−2isvAq∥tδk,pq. (5.12)

where Psk,sk′ is the permutation operator indicating a sum over equations with the

subscript arguments interchanged

Psk,s′k′ ψ
s
k(t)ϕ

s′

k′ = ψs
k(t)ϕ

s′

k′(t) + ψs′

k′(t)ϕ
s
k(t).

As expected, differentiation of Es
k(t) indicates that the evolution of the second order

moment is dependent on the third order moment. For quantities with zero mean,

the second and third order moments are equivalent to their cumulants of the same

order. We choose to work in terms of cumulants instead of moments because their

Fourier transforms are well behaved functions: In configuration space, cumulants

decay to zero as the separation (for instance r in equation (3.5)) becomes large

[33]. The third order cumulant (moment) in equation (5.12) shall be defined as

⟨

ψs
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)ψs

k(t)
⟩

= Q
s(3)
kp (t)δ(k+ p+ q) = Q

s(3)
kp (t)δkpq. (5.13)
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Substitution of equation (5.13) into equation (5.12) and expansion of the permu-

tation operator results in

∂t ⟨ψs
k(t)ψ

s
k′(t)⟩ = ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqQ
s(3)
k′p (t)δk′pqe

−2isvAq∥tδk,pq

+ ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk′,pqQ
s(3)
kp (t)δkpqe

−2isvAq∥tδk′,pq. (5.14)

The nature of the delta function correlation between wave vectors allows for equa-

tion (5.14) to be expressed in terms of k

δk′pqδk,pq = δkpqδk′,pq = δkk′ .

Thus

∂t ⟨ψs
k(t)ψ

s
k′(t)⟩ = ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pq

[

Q
s(3)
−kp(t)δk,pq +Q

s(3)
kp (t)δkpq

]

e−2isvAq∥t. (5.15)

The delta function correlations allow for simplification of equation (5.15). In ad-

dition because we are only interested in the real part of the energy spectrum, we

obtain

∂t ⟨ψs
k(t)ψ

s
k′(t)⟩ = 2ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe
[

Q
s(3)
−kp(t)e

−2isvAq∥t
]

δk,pq. (5.16)

In terms of the time dependent power spectrum

∂tEs
k(t) = ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe
[

Q
s(3)
−kp(t)e

−2isvAq∥t
]

δk,pq. (5.17)
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The power spectrum explicitly depends on the third order moment and it becomes

necessary to find a dynamic equation of the next statistical order. We now seek

the temporal evolution of the third order moment

∂t
⟨

ψs
k(t)ψ

s
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩

= Psk,sp,−sq

⟨

(∂tψ
s
k(t))ψ

s
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩

(5.18)

= ϵPsk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,ln

⟨

ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
n (t)ψs

p(t)ψ
−s
q (t)

⟩

×e−2isn∥vAtδk,ln.

Expanding upon the permutation operator, equation (5.18) becomes

∂t
⟨

ψs
k(t)ψ

s
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩

= ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMk,ln

⟨

ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
n (t)ψs

p(t)ψ
−s
q (t)

⟩

e−2isn∥vAtδk,ln

+ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMp,ln

⟨

ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
n (t)ψs

k(t)ψ
−s
q (t)

⟩

e−2isn∥vAtδp,ln

+ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMq,ln

⟨

ψ−s
l (t)ψs

n(t)ψ
s
k(t)ψ

s
p(t)

⟩

e2isn∥vAtδq,ln.

(5.19)

A fourth order moment can be expressed as the sum of the corresponding fourth

order cumulant with all of the possible products of second order moments that can

be formed from four fields. Considering the first term in equation (5.19)

⟨

ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
n (t)ψs

p(t)ψ
−s
q (t)

⟩

= {ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
n (t)ψs

p(t)ψ
−s
q (t)}+ (5.20)

⟨

ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
n (t)

⟩ ⟨

ψs
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩

+
⟨

ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩ ⟨

ψs
p(t)ψ

−s
n (t)

⟩

+
⟨

ψs
l (t)ψ

s
p(t)

⟩ ⟨

ψ−s
q (t)ψ−s

n (t)
⟩

,

where

{ψs
l (t)ψ

−s
n (t)ψs

p(t)ψ
−s
q (t)} = Q

s(4)
plq (t)δplqn. (5.21)
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Second order moments are delta function correlated in both wavenumber and prop-

agation direction. Counter propagating waves quickly decorrelate and produce null

contributions [10] to the fourth order moment. For a product of arbitrary fields

⟨

ψs
k(t)ψ

s′

k′(t)
⟩

= Es
k(t)δkk′δs,s′ (5.22)

Applying the notions of equations(5.20) and (5.22) to equation (5.19) results in

∂t
⟨

ψs
k(t)ψ

s
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩

= ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMk,ln

[

Es
p(t)E−s

q (t)δplδqn +Q
s(4)
plq (t)δplqn

]

e−2isn∥vAtδk,ln

+ ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMp,ln

[

Es
k(t)E−s

q (t)δklδqn +Q
s(4)
klq (t)δklqn

]

e−2isn∥vAtδp,ln

+ ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMq,lnQ
s(4)
klp (t)δlnkpe

2isn∥vAtδq,ln. (5.23)

The terms in equation (5.23) containing the power spectrum can be integrated and

simplified

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnEs
p(t)E−s

q (t)δplδqne
−2isn∥vAtδk,ln+

∫

d3ld3nMp,lnEs
k(t)E−s

q (t)δklδqne
−2isn∥vAtδp,ln

=
[

Mk,pqEs
p(t) +Mp,kqEs

k(t)
]

E−s
q (t)δkpqe

2isq∥vAt =Mk,pq

[

Es
p(t)− Es

k(t)
]

E−s
q (t)δkpqe

2isq∥vAt,

where we have used the fact that Mk,pq = −Mp,kq

Mk,pq = (êk · êp)(k · êq)

= (êk · êp)([−p− q] · êq)

= −(êp · êk)(p · êq) = −Mp,kq.
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The fourth order cumulant containing terms can be contracted with the permuta-

tion operator

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
plq (t)δplqne

−2isn∥vAtδk,ln+

∫

d3ld3nMp,lnQ
s(4)
klq (t)δklqne

−2isn∥vAtδp,ln

+

∫

d3ld3nMq,lnQ
s(4)
klp (t)δlnkpe

2isn∥vAtδq,ln = Psk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,ln

×Q
s(4)
pql (t)e

−2isn∥vAtδplqnδk,ln.

Therefore equation (5.23) simplifies to

∂t
⟨

ψs
k(t)ψ

s
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩

= ϵMk,pq

[

Es
p(t)− Es

k(t)
]

E−s
q (t)δkpqe

2isq∥vAt (5.24)

+ ϵPsk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
pql (t)e

−2isn∥vAtδplqnδk,ln.

Equation (5.24) describes the time evolution of the third order moment as a func-

tion of terms containing products of power spectrums and ones containing the

fourth order cumulant. Because we are attempting to solve equation (5.17) to

obtain an equation for the power spectrum, it is necessary to obtain an equation

for Q
s(3)
−kp(t) using equation (5.24). Noting that equation (5.24) describes the time

evolution of the quantity Q
s(3)
kp (t)δkpq, we can simply replace k by −k and use delta

function relationships to achieve the desired form

∂tQ
s(3)
−kp(t) = ϵMk,p(k−p)

[

Es
p(t)− Es

k(t)
]

E−s
k−p(t)e

2is(k∥−p∥)vAt (5.25)

+ ϵPsk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
pql (t)e

−2isn∥vAtδplqnδ−k,ln.

Upon first inspection, it appears as though it is now necessary to find an equa-

tion describing the temporal evolution of the fourth order cumulant Q
s(4)
pql (t). In
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what follows, it will be shown that this term does not affect the long time behavior

of Es
k(t) to leading order and as a result, a natural closure of the cumulant hierarchy

will be achieved.

5.4.3 Asymptotic Expansion of Cumulant Hierarchy

Each of the cumulants is to be asymptotically expanded according to

Es
k(t) = Es

0,k(t) + ϵEs
1,k(t) + ϵ2Es

2,k(t) + ..., (5.26)

Q
s(3)
kp (t) = Q

s(3)
0,kp(t) + ϵQ

s(3)
1,kp(t) + ϵ2Q

s(3)
2,kp(t) + ..., (5.27)

Q
s(4)
kpq (t) = Q

s(4)
0,kpq(t) + ϵQ

s(4)
1,kpq(t) + ϵ2Q

s(4)
2,kpq(t) + .... (5.28)

Using equations (5.26)-(5.28), we perturbatively expand equations (5.17) and (5.25),

seeking a solution for Es
k(t) accurate to order ϵ2. Beginning with zero order terms,

we obtain

∂tEs
0,k(t) = 0, (5.29)

∂tQ
s(3)
0,−kp(t) = 0. (5.30)

At zero order, the cumulants are time independent. Continuing to the next order

in ϵ

∂tEs
1,k(t) =

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe
[

Q
s(3)
0,−kpe

−2isvAq∥t
]

δk,pq, (5.31)

∂tQ
s(3)
1,−kp = Mk,p(k−p)

[

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

]

E−s
0,(k−p)e

2is(k∥−p∥)vAt (5.32)

+ Psk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
0,pqle

−2isn∥vAtδplqnδ−k,ln.
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Because the zero order ϵ cumulants are time independent, equations (5.31) and

(5.32) can be directly integrated in time with relative ease. The time dependence

is entirely containined within the arguments of the complex exponential functions.

In anticipation of the forms of the integrals, we will define a series of functions,

associated physically with the phase mixing of interacting waves over time. To

begin, we define the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [34] which states that if f(x) is an

L1 function, then

lim
t→∞

∫

f(x)e−ixtdx = 0. (5.33)

This result will be later used to explain the success of the weak turbulence closure.

The next function that will be encountered in the analysis is

∆t(x) =

∫ t

0

eixt
′

dt′ =
eixt − 1

ix
. (5.34)

It was shown by Benney [31] that ∆t(x) has the asymptotic behavior

∆t(x) ∼ ∆̃t(x) = πδ(x) + iP

(

1

x

)

(5.35)

where ∼ denotes lim
t→∞

and P (f(x)) is the Cauchy principal value of the integral

P

(

1

x

)

= lim
ϵ→0+

∫

x≥ϵ

dx

x
. (5.36)

For a non zero constant m

∆t(mx) ∼
π

|m|δ(x) +
i

m
P

(

1

x

)

. (5.37)
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Both of which are well behaved (non-secular) in time. Direct integration of equa-

tions (5.31) and (5.32) results in:

Es
1,k(t) =

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe
[

Q
s(3)
0,−kp∆t(−2svAq∥)

]

δk,pq, (5.38)

Q
s(3)
1,−kp = Mk,p(k−p)

[

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

]

E−s
0,(k−p)∆t

[

2s(k∥ − p∥)vA
]

(5.39)

+ Psk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
0,pql∆t(−2sn∥vA)δplqnδ−k,ln.

It should be noted that the time dependence in equations (5.38) and (5.39) are due

to functions of the form ∆(x) and therefore non-secular, therefore the expansions

(5.26) and (5.27) are well ordered to order ϵ. Proceeding to order ϵ2

∂tEs
2,k(t) =

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe
[

Q
s(3)
1,−kp(t)e

−2isvAq∥t
]

δk,pq. (5.40)

It should be noted that we have not written an equation for ∂tQ
s(3)
2,−kp(t) because

via equations (5.17), (5.26), and (5.27), such a term will only become relevant

when seeking a description accurate to order ϵ3. Substituting equation (5.39) into

equation (5.40) results in

∂tEs
2,k(t) =

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe
[

Mk,p(k−p)

[

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

]

E−s
0,(k−p)

×∆t

[

2s(k∥ − p∥)vA
]

e−2isvAq∥tδk,pq+

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe

[

Psk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
0,pql

×∆t(−2sn∥vA)δplqnδ−k,lne
−2isvAq∥t

]

δk,pq. (5.41)
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Using the prescribed delta function relations between wavevectors, equation (5.41)

becomes

∂tEs
2,k(t) =

∫

d3pd3qM2
k,pq

(

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

)

E−s
0,q δk,pqRe

[

∆t

(

2sq∥vA
)

e−2isvAq∥t
]

+

∫

d3pd3qMk,pq

[

Psk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
0,pql (5.42)

×∆t(−2sn∥vA)δplqnδ−k,lne
−2isvAq∥t

]

δk,pq.

Direct integration of equation (5.42) results in slightly more complicated ∆ func-

tions which will require further manipulation to understand.

Es
2,k(t) =

∫

d3pd3qM2
k,pq

(

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

)

E−s
0,q δk,pq

× Re

[
∫ t

0

dt′∆t′
(

2sq∥vA
)

e−2isvAq∥t
′

]

+

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqPsk,sp,−sq

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnQ
s(4)
0,pql

× Re

(
∫ t

0

dt′∆t′(−2sn∥vA)e
−2isvAq∥t

′

)

δplqnδ−k,lnδk,pq (5.43)

Considering the integrands in the time integrals of equation (5.43) term by term

∆t′
(

2sq∥vA
)

e−2isvAq∥t
′

=
e2isq∥vAt′ − 1

2isq∥vA
e−2isvAq∥t

′

=
1− e−2isvAq∥t

′

2isq∥vA
(5.44)

=
e−2isvAq∥t

′ − 1

−2isq∥vA
= ∆t′(−2sq∥vA), (5.45)

∫ t

0

dt′∆t′
(

2sq∥vA
)

e−2isvAq∥t
′

=

∫ t

0

dt′∆t′(−2sq∥vA), (5.46)
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∆t′(−2sn∥vA)e
−2isvAq∥t

′

=
e−2isn∥vAt′ − 1

−2isn∥vA
e−2isvAq∥t

′

=
e−2is(n∥+q∥)vAt′ − e−2isvAq∥t

′

−2isn∥vA
,

(5.47)
∫ t

0

dt′∆t′(−2sn∥vA)e
−2isvAq∥t

′

=

∫ t

0

dt′
e−2is(n∥+q∥)vAt′ − e−2isvAq∥t

′

−2isn∥vA
,

(5.48)

=
∆t′

[

−2is(n∥ + q∥)vA
]

−∆t′(−2isvAq∥)

−2isn∥vA
.

(5.49)

The terms (5.46) and (5.49) are of the respective forms

∫ t

0

dt′∆t′(−2sq∥vA) ∼=
∫ t

0

dt′∆t′(x), (5.50)

∆t′
[

−2is(n∥ + q∥)vA
]

−∆t′(−2isvAq∥)

−2isn∥vA
∼= ∆t′(x)−∆t′(y)

i(x− y)
. (5.51)

These have corresponding asymptotic behavior [31]

∫ t

0

dt′∆t′(x) ∼ ∆̃(x)

(

t− i
∂

∂x

)

=

[

πδ(x) + iP

(

1

x

)](

t− i
∂

∂x

)

, (5.52)

∆t′(x)−∆t′(y)

i(x− y)
= E(x; y) ∼ ∆̃(x)∆̃(y). (5.53)

5.4.4 Implementation of MSA and Solution

Via equation (5.35), it is clear that equation (5.53) is well behaved for all time.

In contrast, equation (5.52) has a linear dependence in t. As a result for times

t > ϵ−2, the asymptotic expansion for Es
k(t) will cease to be well ordered. Due to

only considering the real part of equation (5.46) in equation (5.43), on long time
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scales there will be development of a secular term of the form

[

Es
2,k(t)

]

secular

=
πt

2svA

∫

d3pd3qM2
k,pq

(

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

)

E−s
0,q δk,pqδ(q∥). (5.54)

We have found an asymptotic expansion for the power spectrum of the form equa-

tion (5.26), however it is currently not well ordered in time

Es
k(t) = Es

0,k(t)+ϵ
2t

π

2svA

∫

d3pd3qM2
k,pq

(

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

)

E−s
0,q δk,pqδ(q∥)+non-secular terms.

(5.55)

It now becomes necessary to employ Multiple Scale Analysis in a manner analogous

to the case of the harmonic oscillator driven at its natural frequency in Chapter

4. Knowing that the secularity occurs on the timescale ϵ2t = T2, we choose Es
0,k to

slowly vary according to

Es
0,k → Es

0,k − ϵ2t
∂Es

0,k

∂T2
. (5.56)

The choice of

∂Es
0,k

∂T2
=

π

2svA

∫

d3pd3qM2
k,pq

(

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

)

E−s
0,q δk,pqδ(q∥), (5.57)

removes the secular term and reorders the asymptotic expansion for the time de-

pendant power spectrum, resulting in a closure accurate to order ϵ2. Noting that

T2 = ϵ2t is an artificial timescale, the temporal evolution of the wavenumber energy

spectrum can be expressed as

∂tEs
0,k(t) =

πϵ2

2svA

∫

d3pd3qM2
k,pq

(

Es
0,p − Es

0,k

)

E−s
0,q δk,pqδ(q∥) (5.58)
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and we obtain an equation equal to that of equation (17) found in [10]. The factor

of δ(q∥) in equation (5.58) in combination with δk,pq implies that energy transfer

only occurs between waves with the same parallel wave number. Consequently,

the three wave interactions can be interpreted as analogous to Bragg scattering

of waves with non-zero k∥ off of a ”two dimensional turbulent grating” made of

k∥ = 0 modes. [11]

Equation (5.58) is a surprising and unintuitive result because the evolution

of the energy spectrum only depends on Gaussian statistics on the time scale

ϵ2t. This implies that one could immediately discard the fourth order cumulants,

express equation (5.23) as

∂t
⟨

ψs
k(t)ψ

s
p(t)ψ

−s
q (t)

⟩

= ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMk,lnEs
p(t)E−s

q (t)δplδqne
−2isn∥vAtδk,ln

+ ϵ

∫

d3ld3nMp,lnEs
k(t)E−s

q (t)δklδqne
−2isn∥vAtδp,ln,

and come to the same conclusion of equation (5.58) via perturbative expansion of

the system

∂tEs
k(t) = ϵ

∫

d3pd3qMk,pqRe
[

Q
s(3)
−kp(t)e

−2isvAq∥t
]

δk,pq, (5.59)

∂tQ
s(3)
−kp(t) = ϵMk,p(k−p)

[

Es
p(t)− Es

k(t)
]

E−s
k−p(t)e

2is(k∥−p∥)vAt. (5.60)

The validity of the Gaussian assumption is due to the nature of the dynamics. In

the wave turbulence closure, there are two separate processes occurring, each of

which on its own timescale. The first of these is associated with linear wave propa-

gation and occurs over timescales shorter than or of order ϵ. These randomize the

statistics of the system and bring about a state of Gaussianity. Mathematically,
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this can be observed in equation (5.7). All cumulants are multiplied by a temporal

oscillation term of the form e−i(ω
kk′...kn−1 )t with the exception of the second order

because of the delta function correlation present in equation (5.8). As a conse-

quence of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, all cumulants of third order and higher

will decay on a linear timescale associated with the wave period. The second pro-

cess is a regeneration of the third order cumulant by the second due to energy

transfer between modes over timescale ϵ2t as seen in equations (5.58) and (5.60).

These processes result in only the second and third order cumulants contributing

to leading order which is the equivalent of an assumption of Gaussian statistics.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

An equation was found for the time evolution for the wavenumber energy spectrum

of weakly non-linear MHD turbulence. Closure was made possible due to the

cumulant evolution separating into two different time timescales. The first of these

timescales coincides with linear propagation while the second is associated with

non-linear interactions and energy transfer between counter-propagating waves. In

correspondence with the former, at order ϵ0 in time the system tends toward a state

of joint Gaussianity, as indicated by the time invariant zero order energy spectrum.

This is reminiscent of the tendency of a system behaving under the central limit

theorem. Over the second timescale of ϵ2t, non-linear couplings between waves

regenerate the non-Gaussian components of the Elsässer field statistics. Because

of the difference in order of these processes, the zero-order fields can be non-

rigorously assumed Gaussian without discarding information about the system.

These notions led to what was once thought impossible: a weak turbulence theory

for MHD [32].

Weak turbulence was originally applied to incompressible MHD by Galtier et
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al. in 2000 [32]. Application of this closure technique led to explicit expressions for

energy and helicity densities as well as a power law for the energy spectrum of E± ∝

k−2
⊥ corresponding to the case of balanced turbulence. Another significant result

was the decoupling of the perpendicular and parallel components of the energy

spectrum; it was shown that energy transfer between modes only occurs between

those with the same k∥. Assuming some initial spectral energy distribution, the

total energy in a given plane of constant k∥ will be fixed. Galtier’s paper is highly

cited and marked a significant advance for MHD theory. It has had a broad and

influential impact on subsequent work in the field.

The author of this thesis is currently utilizing Galtier’s theory in order to

study temporal decorrelation in weak MHD turbulence. In collaboration with Dr.

Perez’ group, this analysis has been extended to obtain closure for the two time

correlation with promising preliminary results. In its present form these results

are not complete for their inclusion at the time of writing. However, detailed

mathematical aspects of the closure, and tests on numerical simulations and its

physical consequences are currently being finalized and are expected to result in two

publications in professional journals. The author’s intention is to investigate the

structure of the scale dependent time correlation function Γ±(k, τ) as introduced

in chapter 2. An understanding of this function will play a highly important role

in the proper explication of Parker Solar Probe measurements in the vicinity of the

perihelion of its orbit. There is hope that accurate interpretation and inferences

made from the anticipated probe data will yield allusion to an explanation of the

coronal heating problem that has eluded scientists for over 75 years.
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